Designed to perform
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Experience
true outdoor
comfort
Looking for the ultimate way to bring the
outdoors in? Whether you want to shield
the weather for the ideal outdoor kitchen,
enclose the pergola or create your own
alfresco courtyard, eZIP® track blinds are
the perfect solution.
Designed to perform in the harsh Australian
environment, eZIP®’s robust high density
aluminium frame has exceptional built in flex
resistance to ensure problem free blind motion.
With its patented multi-direction tension setting,
eZIP® track blinds always look good with optimal
blind alignment for a taut blind fabric result that
compliments any outdoor setting.
With a slim and sleek fully enclosed 135mm
square pelmet headbox, either extruded
aluminium or COLORBOND®, eZIP® is the
compliment to modern linear design trends.

eZIP® is Australian made
peace-of-mind performance.
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SUPER STRONG

Built in patented strength
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HEAVY WEIGHT
Designed to perform

COLOUR OPTIONS
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Adaptability
What better way to bring the outdoors in
than to automate your outdoor blind system.
eZIP® heavy duty aluminium extrusions are
purpose engineered to work with all leading
tubular motor systems.
Paired with the latest technology whether
a remote control hand set, your own mobile
phone or voice activation via wireless hub
technology, eZIP® motorised blinds are the ultimate
compliment to your outdoor environment.
Enhance your lifestyle investment with
eZIP® track blinds paired with the latest
automation technology.

eZIP® AUTOMATION
Perfect Performance Partners

Why
VERSATILE HEADBOX
SOLUTIONS

Fully enclosed slim and sleek 135mm
headbox in both COLORBOND®
or premium extruded aluminium.

FABRIC LAY FLAT TECHNOLOGY

Self lubricating polymer zip designed
for problem free blind rolling with no
fabric distortion.

eZIP® MOTION TECHNOLOGY
Floating side channel with fully concealed
side retention for ultimate performance
and protection.

ADJUSTABLE SIDE CHANNEL

Unique patented multi-direction tension
adjustment for consistent blind alignment
and problem free installation.

EVENLY WEIGHTED
BOTTOM RAIL

Optimal down force fabric tension for
smooth blind rolling motion.

Versatility

CRANK

SPRING

MOTORISATION

eZIP® track blinds are designed to perform with three
different types of control mechanisms. Italian crank
operated gearboxes, spring assisted tension control
or motorisation.

Your eZIP® Specialist: Canberra Blinds, Awning & Curtain Centre
2/8 Townsville St, Fyshwick
P: (02) 6147 5757
info@canberrablindscentre.com.au
www.canberrablindscentre.com.au

